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Fig. 1. the moving-coil-type slotless LSM.
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Recently, permanent-magnet-type linear synchronous motors (PM-LSMs) are used as a driving source for transportation 

systems to satisfy requirements such as high-speed, low noise, and simplification of the driving apparatus for transportation 

systems, and to simplify maintenance. PM-LSMs are classified into two types of motors with the core and coreless motor 

types. Motor types with the core have a large thrust force, but it is problem to produce thrust force ripples from the cogging 

force. Coreless motor types have excellent control without the cogging force in spite of the lower thrust force. From these 

results, coreless motor types are utilized in fields of semiconductor production process and short-distance transportation 

systems. However, coreless motor types can not utilize the thrust force efficiently in contrast with motors with the core 

because most of generated magnetic flux is leaked out. Therefore, the moving-coil-type slotless linear synchronous motor 

(moving-coil-type slotless LSM) is proposed to decrease the cogging force, the defect of motor types with the core, and 

increase the generated thrust force, the defect of coreless motor types [1, 2]. Fig. 1 shows a moving-coil-type slotless LSM. 

However, the moving-coil-type slotless LSM also generates 

the cogging force because of position between a permanent 

magnet of the primary side and a back-yoke of the 

secondary side when a secondary side is moved. The 

cogging force acts as the major factor of vibration and noise 

and causes step out due to load disturbance. Therefore, the 

reduction of cogging force is highly desirable and this 

allows stable drive. In order to decrease the cogging force of 

the moving-coil-type slotless LSM, we researched a method 

which regulated the length of back-yoke of the secondary 

side. This paper presents experimental results of length 

regulation of back-yoke at the secondary side to decrease 

cogging force in the moving-coil-type slotless LSM.
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